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Faculty of Humanities

Centre for American Studies

Dr Grant Gosizk

Acting Addicts: Representations of Addiction in American Theatre Between the Wars on Drugs, 1933-1971, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis
Centre for Medieval and Early Modern Studies

Dr Zoe Ellen Pearce Hudson

*Locations, Networks and Cycles: Studying the Everyday Life of Richard Stonley (1520 - 1600)* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Yoshimichi Suematsu

*The Representation of the Judiciary and Judicial Processes in English Medieval and Tudor Drama* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Rebecca Jane Warren

*A Knowing Ministry: the Reform of the Church under Oliver Cromwell, c.1653-1660* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis
School of Architecture

Dr Christodouli Chatzipoulka

*Urban geometry and environmental performance in real urban forms.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis.

Dr Imogen Helen Louise Lesser Woods

*Literary Language as a Tool for Design: An Architectural Study of the Spaces of Mervyn Peake's The Gormenghast Trilogy and 'Boy in Darkness'* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis
School of Arts

Dr Astrid Mathilde Breel

*Conducting creative agency: the aesthetics and ethics of participatory performance.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis.

Dr Andrew Jamie Hurst

*Dynamic Light Structures: The Aesthetic and Performative Qualities of Solid Light Scenography for Performance and Installation.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Lies Lanckman

*Norma Shearer, the Happily Married Divorcee: Marriage, Modernity and Movie Magazines.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Shelby Moser

*Digitally Interactive Works and Video Games: A Philosophical Exploration.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Sarah Polley

*Embracing Star Couples: Contextualising Star Images in Hollywood's Studio Era.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis
School of English

Dr Lolav M. Hassan Alhamid

"You Can’t Bury Them All:” The Representation of Women in the Contemporary Iraqi Kurdish Novel in Bahdinan. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Mona Hammad O Almaeen

SPIRITUALITY AND ISLAMIC FEMINISM: A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF RELIGIOUS AGENCY IN SELECTED LITERARY AND CINEMATIC WORKS. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr John Thomas Anders

The Spirit of the Jest: Humour, Incongruity and Kipling's Engagement with Modernity. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis, University of Kent

Dr Andrew Ian Atherton

Taking Note: Twentieth-Century Literary Annotation and the Crisis of Reading. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Michael Gregory Falk

Wretched Pilgrims: Failures, Monsters and Non-Identities in Romantic Britain, 1780-1850, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr James Fred Francis


Dr Duncan Donald Stewart Mackay

Speaking Beyond Words: George Oppen’s Late Poetry as an Exploration of Cognition. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Tim Mongiat

Confronting Heteronormativity in Postcolonial Zimbabwean Literature. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Steve Mark William Noyes

The Astral Plane: A Novel. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Thomas Ogier

The Bunker (a novel) and The Male Nude: Arrested Development in the Portrait of the Artist Novel (a journalistic essay). Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis
Dr Kerry Stanley

'THE NOVELIST OF HOME': SILENCE AND THE THEORISATION OF DOMESTICITY IN JANE AUSTEN'S FICTION. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Michelle Wood

Spiritual Paths: Reading, Writing, Meditation, and Love, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis
School of European Culture and Languages

Dr Marine Authier

Le Petit et le fragment dans l’oeuvre de Marcel Proust, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Andrew Bates

Making the invisible visible: New Survey and investigation of the Iron Age Hillforts of Bigbury and Oldbury in Kent, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Julia Magdalena Berger


Dr Helen Hui-Yueh Cheng

In search of an individual identity: A psychoanalytical examination of motivational forces behind the identity development of female characters in the selected works of Violette Leduc and Eileen Chang, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Luca Di Gregorio

The Return of the Real in Postmillennial Italy: Italian Lacanianism and New Realist Trends, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Veronica Frigeni

QUEST(ION) OF SENSE. TABUCCHI’S POETICS OF THE UNCANNY, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Francesca Giliberto


Dr Nandini Mahtani

Swami Vivekananda Revisited. Continental Collision and the (Re)Packaging of Hindu Traditions, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis
School of History

Dr Emma Jane Ketley
Freak Shows at British Seaside Resorts 1900-1950. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis, University of Kent

Dr Tony Pratley
The Supermarine Spitfire: Palimpsest, Performance, and Myth. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis
Faculty of Sciences

School of Biosciences

Dr Ben Jonathan Francis Blakeman
The polymorphic nature of amyloid assembly: Exploring fibril morphology and the structural relationship towards mechanical stability. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Alexandra Brown
Development of Endogenous and Synthetic CHO Promoter Expression Systems for Recombinant Protein Production. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Alison Coates
Optimizing IVF outcomes in the genomics era. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis, University of Kent

Dr Charlotte Lucy Godfrey
Investigation of Translational Reprogramming during Transient and Stable Expression of Monoclonal Antibodies in Chinese Hamster Ovary Cells. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Alex Jones
Proofreading of substrate by the Escherichia coli Twin Arginine Translocase. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Sunitha Joseph
Chromosome Evolution and Genome Reconstruction in Falcon Species. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Matthew John Lee
Utilisation of bacterial microcompartment technology to enhance spatial organisation in Escherichia coli. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Christopher Miller
Establishing Cryptosporidium parvum as a model organism. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis,

Dr Emi Nemoto Smith

Dr Tulshi Patel
Manipulation and Exploitation of MicroRNAs for Enhanced Recombinant Protein Production in Chinese Hamster Ovary Cells. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Doctoral Graduates July 2018
Dr Giuseppe Silvestri

Novel Approaches of Generating and Selecting High Genetic Merit In Vitro Produced Pig and Cattle Embryos. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Tyl H Taylor

Preimplantation genetic screening during in vitro fertilization, clinical applications and insight into embryological development. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis
School of Computing

Dr Sam Cramer
New Genetic Programming Methods for Rainfall Prediction and Rainfall Derivatives Pricing, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Fabio Fabris
New Probabilistic Graphical Models and Meta-Learning Approaches for Hierarchical Classification, with Applications in Bioinformatics and Ageing, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Daniel Knox
A Cartography of Practice, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Pablo Lamela Seijas
Model Construction, evolution, and use in testing of software systems, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Surej Mouli
DESIGN OF PORTABLE LED VISUAL STIMULUS AND SSVEP ANALYSIS FOR VISUAL FATIGUE REDUCTION AND IMPROVED ACCURACY, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Caroline Rizzi Raymundo
SAFEL - A Situation-aware Fear Learning Model, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis
School of Engineering and Digital Arts

Dr Shivanand Prabhoolall Guness

*Development and Evaluation of Facial Gesture Recognition and Head Tracking for Assistive Technologies.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Mark Bruno Hopkins

*Applying Distributed Embedded Electronic Instrumentation to the Measurement and Analysis of Multiple Acoustic and Ultrasonic Signals.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Po-Hsin Huang

*Wireless Location in Indoor Sensor Networks.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Tasmina Islam

*Increasing Reliability and Security in Handwritten Signature Biometrics.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Ashim Khadka

Cooperative Transmission for Downlink Distributed Antenna in Time Division Duplex System, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Christopher Lewis-Smith

*The Dancer and the Looking Glass.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Chunxu Mao

Integrated Filtering Antennas for Wireless Communications, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Steven Moser

*Coherence Gated Laser Ray Tracing Based on a High Speed FPGA Platform.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Jianqiu Mu

Mu, Jianqiu (2018) *State Feedback Sliding Mode Control of Complex Systems with Applications.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Joshua James Robertson

*The Application of the Human-Biometric Sensor Interaction Method to Automated Border Control Systems.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis
School of Mathematics, Statistics and Actuarial Science

Dr Jennifer Elizabeth Ashcroft
*Topological solitons and their dynamics*, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Ellen Dowie
*RATIONAL SOLUTIONS OF NONLINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS*, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Theodoros Gkolihas
*Shape Analysis In Protein Structure Alignment*, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Katherine Horan
*On the invariant theory of finite unipotent groups generated by bireflections*, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Anita Dushiyanti Jeyam
*New Diagnostic Tools for Capture-Recapture Models*, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr An Kang
*Online Bayesian Nonparametric Mixture Models via Regression*, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Brendan Matthew Nolan
*A strong Dixmier-Moeglin equivalence for quantum Schubert cells and an open problem for quantum Plücker coordinates*, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Elaheh Oftadeh
*Complex Modelling of Multi-Outcome Data with Applications to Cancer Biology*, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Kimberley Suzanne Towler
*NON-STANDARD DISCRETIZATIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS*, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Tita Vanichbuncha
*Modelling Partial Ranking Data*, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis
School of Physical Sciences

Dr Yong Hu

*Phase-Sensitive Optical Coherence Tomography for Dynamic Photothermal Detection And Imaging of Gold Nano-Rods in Scattering Media and Biological Tissue*. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Chris Lynch

*The Numerical Modelling Of Scenarios For The Herbig-Haro Object HH30*. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Agata Barbara Makiela

*Understanding the Influence of Non-gravitational Forces on the Physical Evolution of Near-Earth Asteroids and Comets*. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Maha Rai

*Molecular Dynamics Modelling of Barium Silicate and Barium Fluorozirconate Glasses*. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Laura Ann Swansbury

*A Structural Investigation of Chlorine-Containing and Fluorine-Containing Oxide Glasses Using Molecular Dynamics, Neutron Diffraction, and X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy*. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Rebecca Blake Tanney

*Zeolite-A as a Remediation Technique for Soil Contaminated with Lead*. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis, University of Kent

Dr Florin Toadere

*Dispersion in optical configurations and sources for Optical Coherence Tomography*. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Jamie Edward Wickham-Eade

*Fragmentation of Carbon-bearing Projectiles and the Effects on their Raman Spectra due to Hypervelocity Impacts*. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis
School of Sport and Exercise Science and Sports Therapy

Dr Hawbeer Salam

The Role of Perception of Effort in Endurance Performance Testing and Training
Faculty of Social Sciences
Kent Business School

Dr Norhafizah Abu Hasan
*The Effect of Talent- and Knowledge Management on the Performance of SMEs: Evidence from Malaysia.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Christos Argyropoulos
*Robust Forecasting and Backtesting of Value at Risk (VaR) and Expected Shortfall (ES) risk measures.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Irina Gokh
*Footloose Multinationals: European Perspective.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Christina Ioannidou
*Optimising river infrastructure placement and mitigation decisions.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Ngechop Yvonne Claire Ndifor
*FINANCIAL SERVICES AS A TRANSFORMATIVE SOCIAL CHANGE MECHANISM: THE CASE OF MICROFINANCE PARTNERSHIPS WITH WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS IN CAMEROON.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Thorsten Riedle
*Empirical Aspects of Financial Stability.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Diana Schönenberger
*Radical innovation in a coordinated market economy: Institutional capabilities within Germany and beyond.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Juliane Thieme
*THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF BACKPACKER TOURISM CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION IN COLOMBIA.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Teng Zheng
*Model Risk in Financial Modelling.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis
Kent Law School

Dr Marta Almeida

The Concept of Law as Ordinary Language Philosophy. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Ali M M B Alrashedi

In the context of both International law and the application of Islamic Sharia Law, how effective have Kuwait and the Kuwaiti legal system been in addressing, preventing and combating human trafficking? Doctor of Laws (LLD) thesis

Dr Abdulaziz Abdulrahman A Alsheikh

The Regulation of Systemic Risk in Conventional and Islamic Finance. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Gian Giacomo Fusco

Form of life: Agamben and the biopolitical dimension of sovereignty and law. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Aravinda Kosaraju

Attrition in cases involving crimes of child sexual exploitation in England. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Flora Renz

The Gender Recognition Act 2004 and Transgender People’s Legal Consciousness. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Laura Scaife

The Effective Regulation of Social Media. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis
School of Anthropology and Conservation

Dr Ruth Elaine Auger


Dr Valeria Boron

*Jaguar and mammal conservation across agricultural landscapes in Colombia: species ecology and sustainable futures, an interdisciplinary approach*. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Natalia Garcia Bonet

*TO THE SCHOOL AND BACK: Intercultural Education, Identity Construction and Pemón-state relationships in Southeastern Venezuela*. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Darryn James Nash

*An Assessment of Mitigation Translocations for Reptiles at Development Sites*. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Johanna Neufuss

*Hand use and posture during manipulative behaviours and arboreal locomotion in African apes*. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Jamie Robert Sells

*Adaptive potential and signatures of natural selection in the globally introduced ringneck parakeet Psittacula krameri*. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Moacir Santos Tinoco

*Habitat Change and the Status of the Herpetofauna in the Atlantic Forest on the North Coast of Bahia, Brazil*. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Georgios Tsourous

*Boundaries and Borders: Choreographies among the Rum Orthodox of Old City Jerusalem*. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Robert John Ward

*Status and conservation of the grass snake in Jersey*. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis
School of Economics

Dr Christian Crentsil

*Essays On The Effects of Risk and Ambiguity Attitudes On Production Choices Of Smallholder Fish Farmers In Southern Ghana.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Florian Gerth

Efficiency and Firm Dynamics during the Global Financial Crisis, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Oyakhilome Wallace Ibhagui

*Essays in Empirical International Finance and Growth: A Closer Look at Sub-Saharan Africa.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Cheul Jang

*Evaluating the Feasibility of an Investment for Improving Drinking Water Quality in South Korea.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Neha Jindal

*Essays on Internal Migration and Factor Reallocations in India.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Zarak Mirza

*Experiments on Charitable Giving: Study of the impact of restricted choice and imperfect informatoin on warm glow givers.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Sashana Whyte

*ESSAYS ON THE IMPACT OF EXPORT EARNINGS INSTABILITY ON GROWTH, INVESTMENT, THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND EXTERNAL DEBT IN THE CARIBBEAN.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Jungu Yang

*Essays on Banking and Finance.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis
School of Politics and International Relations

Dr Rabekah Everett

*Russia’s Crisis Modernisation Fallacy: An analysis of the 1998 and 2008 economic crises and their effects on the development of the Central Bank of Russia.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Phill Stephen Gittins

*DEVELOPING CONTEXT-SPECIFIC PEACE EDUCATION PROGRAMMES WITH AND FOR HOST POPULATIONS.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Hugo Lamhauge Hansen

*The Land of Maybe and International Actorness: Evaluating Faroese Paradiplomacy.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Franziska Hoppen

*Putting Politics in its Place: Philosophies and Practices of Presence in the works of Gustav Landauer, Eric Voegelin, Simone Weil and Václav Havel.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Daniel Wilson Kirkpatrick

*Silencing Dissent: A comparative study of criminalising political expression and conflict transformation.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Oybek Madiyev

*Beyond the Great Game: the international political economy of Uzbekistan’s relations with major powers.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Benjamin Turner

*The Pharmacology of the Political: On the Relationship Between Politics and Anthropology in the Work of Bernard Stiegler.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis
School of Psychology

Dr Ana Carla Crispim

*Exploring the validity evidence of core affect.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Prof Kimmo Eriksson

*Informal punishment of non-cooperators.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr David Barrie Etchells

*Understanding how unfamiliar faces become familiar.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Matthew Carl Fysh

*Time Pressure and Human-Computer Interaction in Face Matching.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Pelin Gul

*Masculine Honour Leads to Greater Reputational Concerns about Gender Conformity.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Tom Kupfer

*A reputation management and signalling account of moral disgust and moral contagion.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Julia Landsiedel

*Prospective memory in children and adults with autism spectrum disorder.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Catarina Tavares De Castro Morais

*Do Ethics really matter? Understanding group reactions to unethical leadership.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Arielle Sagrillo Scarpati

*The role of culture and morality on men’s acceptance of sexual aggression myths and perpetration of rape in Brazil and the United Kingdom.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Lauren Spinner

*Socialising Gender: The Role of Parents, Peers, and the Media in Children's Gender-Typed Preferences and Stereotypes.* Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis
School of Social Policy, Sociology and Social Research

Dr Vanessa Jane Abrahamson
How does the review process support adults in the first year post-stroke? Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Rachael Kay Burns
The Hidden Holocaust: Bystanders, Thoughtlessness and Sympathy. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr William Andrew Coyles
"Everything's Changed but Everything's Stayed the Same": Continuity and Change Within Youth Justice Services, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Karen Elaine Hans

Dr Emma Hawkins
The Effects of Multiple Exemplar Instruction on the Induction of Naming in Older Children and Young Adults Diagnosed with Autism. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Rasa Mikelyte
Improving Care for People with Dementia in NHS Continuing Care Facilities: Enhancing the Mealtime Experience for Older Patients, their Relatives and Staff. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Deirdre Ruane
Trip hazards: drug-related crisis, peer support and control at transformational festivals. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis

Dr Georgiana Trif
Lost in Transition? The mitigating role of social capital in negotiating life after care of youth from Romania and England. Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) thesis